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.04 r2. linux 4.8.0-43-generic x86_64 ok I found the problem. The IBus indicator wasn't on the top bar Im not sure though...
maybe more googleing would help? thanks and sorry for any inconvenience. Will try the suggested ubuntu 16.04 is driving me
crazy. It crashed. It doesn't have any settings saved from the previous session. I think the only settings it has are the ones in the
Autostart list. I can't find any way to restore it. I am trying to disable that crash auto reboot stuff on startup, but it doesn't let me
disable it. I would check for more people. I had bad experiences with the old t80 drivers... maybe they fixed it. good luck,
beefjoe! BlackDalek: Are you running in a VM? coconut I tried the suggested xorg driver and Xorg version but no change I
don't think so. What is a VM? beefjoe: Are you sure your Xorg version is 16.04.2? Because it is not the default in 16.04 (this is
what you asked me about) BlackDalek: Virtual machines are the easy way to run things that otherwise would require the entire
system to be installed on the hard drive. is there a way to downgrade I'm not running in a virtual machine.. this is a normal pc on
it's own hard drive. brendan: That's not possible. You can reinstall Ubuntu and select a different version if you need to. I'm
trying to disable the auto reboot stuff so it doesn't crash when the screen goes dark and I plug in my display. BlackDalek:
Ubuntu doesn't crash when it gets dark. It gets dark when Ubuntu crashes. so i have to uninstall it and install the lastest version?
brendan: I would assume so, yes. BlackDalek 82157476af
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